April 2 & 3 | Amsterdam

Put capital to use for good and
invest money with meaning
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WELCOME
WELCOME
Welcome to Pymwymic’s Impact Days. Welcome to all who are curious about the new, emergent ideas
of how to use capital. Welcome to those who already embrace the idea of impact investing, and to those
beginning this journey; to those social entrepreneurs who are daring to start a new business; to those
who are merely curious and are here to listen and learn.
The challenges facing us right now are extraordinary. The good news is, we have finally realized we are
interconnected; that our natural world is overexposed to risk; that our financial systems must be rebuilt for
a sustainable economy. We will have to recalibrate. And we will.
We believe there is a change underway, fundamental and systemic, and so great that we cannot know
where it goes. 18 years ago when we began this journey towards money with meaning, we couldn’t find
companies with our values to invest in. Now, in one generation’s time, there are thousands of social
entrepreneurs, and the idea of ‘return’ being measured by financial, social and environmental criteria is
a new focus for major global financial institutions. It’s a movement both from the top-down, and bottomup. The Global Alliance on Banking Values. Institutional investors signing Climate Change petitions.
New social stock exchanges created, crowdfunding arising, a focus on access to finance for the Bottom
of Pyramid. We have new tools for measuring impact, new models like Big Society in England, new
regulations across Europe. Entrepreneurs with a vision to bring broadband to the entire African continent,
and some determined to make impact closer to home. We have some of the most experienced voices
in impact here in the room. Ordinary people who have done extraordinary things, each having made the
decision to integrate life, wage, and values by working in this field. We are inspired by these entrepreneurs
and pioneers, and want to support them. We scout and listen and interview all year long, and then love to
share what’s amazed us this year.
We began this journey as entrepreneurs, and became investors. We learn by doing. And we are still
learning. There is much to discover in an emerging industry: how to keep a noble mission when growth
accelerates; how to practice discernment with necessary risk and newly created models. The systemic
change we see occurring is not just about new product creation. It is about a new way of thinking, about
a shift in consciousness. It means being deeply aware of intention, and of interconnection. Money is not
different than who you are. It is your intention, at work in the world.

welcome

The transition to a new economy requires both patience and impatience. Risk and trust. It requires a
conscious shift from short-termism and the laser focus on daily market updates and quarterly reports,
to beginning to ‘occupy’ a much longer term vision of a healthy and balanced world, of building a
shared future for your children’s children’s children, and their children too. There is no going back, thank
heavens. Too much has changed. So the only way is forward, together.
Thank you for your interest in creating a world where we increase the flow of capital to good and we
invest money with meaning. Welcome to Impact Days.
- Frank & Margaret van Beuningen

Impact Days
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OPENING DINNER

i

MONDAY APRIL 2ND

SOCIAL MEDIA
HOW TO STAY CONNECTED WITH PYMWYMIC?

Welcome to the Opening Dinner Event of Impact Days, and to an interactive community conversation
with 230 people working towards money with meaning.
WELCOME
Frank and Margaret van Beuningen | Pymwymic
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Willy Foote | Root Capital
Marilou van Golstein Brouwers | Triodos Investment Management
Stephen Brenninkmeijer | Impact investor, Willows Investments

SOCIAL MEDIA
The Pymwymic Impact Days will include exciting announcements and we don’t want you to miss any of
the news. That’s why we’ll be sharing a summary of each day’s events via blog, Twitter, and Facebook.
For the Pymwymic Impact Days, The Social Reporters will cover all live feeds and sessions through
various social media channels.

TWITTER
@Pymwymic and the #ImpactDays hashtag have become major sources for news in the impact investing
space. Make sure to follow them so you don’t miss a beat.

SPECIAL PREMIERE of a new initiative for ‘Rewilding Europe.’
WE WISH TO THANK the three talented musicians from Stichting Eigen Muziekinstrument for their
contribution to the evening.
Anne Brackman and Tim Brackman
Felicia van den End

FACEBOOK AND LINKEDIN
You can also join our Pymwymic Facebook Fan Page and our LinkedIn group.
www.facebook.com/pymwymic
www.linkedin.com/pymwymic

And our thanks to Sietze Hoefnagel and the team at Hotel the Grand for being flexible, accommodating
partners by sourcing all products as locally and organically as possible.
WEBSITE AND NEWSLETTER
On upcoming Pymwymic events, and developments in the impact investing sector will be shared with our
community through our online newsletter. Accredited investors wishing to be kept informed of Pymwymic
approved companies, please contact Frank directly.
Sign up on our website to stay informed about the latest news: www.pymwymic.com

ABOUT PYMWYMIC

Pymwymic is the “Put Your Money Where Your Mouth Is Community” of families, philanthropists and
individual investors who support for-profit companies creating global solutions.
Over the last 18 years, we’ve together invested many millions, helped over 30 companies get funding,
and supported many hundreds of entrepreneurs through a network of support and connections.

THE SOCIAL REPORTERS
The Social Reporters, the first social reporting network in The Netherlands, is a network of independent
journalists, photographers, radio- and tv-reporters and social media experts. Reporting live from events
via social media like Twitter, Facebook, Flickr, YouTube and live streaming tv or radio. Through these
media the Social Reporters create a live dialogue with your desired audience. They can help you reach
more people, increase your support and boost the image of your organization. The Social Reporters
guarantee a professional and expert live coverage.

More about Pymwymic’s initiatives can be found in the back of the program book – where you will
also meet the full team.
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PARTNERS
CONFERENCE BANNER PARTNERS
Our gratitude to these forward-thinking organizations and colleagues who helped to
make the conference possible:

Triodos Bank is one of the world’s leading sustainable banks. Our mission is to make money work
for positive social, environmental, and cultural change. Exploring the vast opportunities in the field
of social capital markets, impact investing and socially responsible investment is at the heart of
what Triodos Bank and its subsidiaries – Triodos Investment Management and Triodos Private
Banking – do. Triodos Bank is proud to partner with Pymwymic. Through this partnership we hope
to take further steps in broadening the movement, deepening our mutual understanding of social
capital markets, and, ultimately, increasing our positive impact on the environment, on global
society, and on the quality of life of all who inhabit this planet.

partners
6
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ABN AMRO aims to build long-term relationships with clients. We see an increased demand
for sustainable products and services and are systematically integrating sustainability into our
strategy and core processes. The nature of impact investing brings us into a closer dialogue with
our clients about personal convictions, values and investment objectives. As a bank we can act
as a partner, advisor and facilitator. Being an internationally operating bank, ABN AMRO is ideally
positioned to address the impact investing needs of our clients due to the combination of our
investment capabilities and our broad network. By partnering with Pymwymic we aim to support the
development of the impact sector.

Impact Days
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PARTNERS

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
The Pymwymic Impact Days has been made possible with the help of the following organizations who
have supported the social entrepreneurs scholarship fund, and mobilized their networks.

Through generous support, we have been able to grant scholarships to the following entrepreneurs
making it possible for them to attend and participate in the conference. Be sure to make the most of your
attendance by talking to one of the following entrepreneurs, as they are working on groundbreaking ideas
and business models for the future.

WILLEM TREEP - Willem en Drees
DREES PETER VAN DEN BOSCH - Willem en Drees
DAVID AUERBACH - Sanergy
LUCAS SIMONS - ScopeInsight
WILLEMIJN VERLOOP - SocEnt NL
STEF VAN DONGEN - Enviu
MASUD HUSSAIN - MetFarm
THOMAS LOUDON - Cartoon Movement
AREND JAN VAN DEN BELD - Cartoon Movement
ALGY WILLIAMS - Every1Mobile
MARLON VAN DIJK - Social Evaluator
SAMUEL LEVIE - Youth Food Movement
LYDEKE SCHAKEL - Devearts
PETRA KROON - Social Reporters
NIELS KORTHALS ALTES - Futurebank
OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH ENTREPRENEURS AT PYMWYMIC IMPACT DAYS

Stichting Eigen Muziekinstrument (Own
Musical Instrument Foundation) assists
talented music students and musicians
with fundraising and the purchase of their
own instrument.
VOLUNTEERS
The Pymwymic Team is grateful for our additional event volunteers:
Ikupa Mwandima, Ditte de Graaff, and Jelte de Jongh.
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As well as the entrepreneurs listed above, there are 20 more entrepreneurs presenting at Impact Days, at
our invitation. We do our best to help them all find additional resources to help their businesses grow. We
do not charge a ‘presenting’ or ‘placement’ fee to the entrepreneurs. Rather, we are experimenting with
a model we feel is in keeping with the new economy; a flexible, reciprocal model. Should a company be
successful in fundraising through our efforts, we are grateful for a donation to Stichting Pymwymic. Our
suggested donation is 2% of any monies that have come through Pymwymic efforts. This suggested 2%
is completely optional and voluntary; the company may wish to make this donation to thank us for our
efforts, or is free to take what’s generously offered and walk away. We welcome a monetary donation,
which helps us keep the 4.5 FTE team out there scouting for entrepreneurs; we are open to a donation of
equity; or to any kind of creative balanced reciprocity.
We realize this is an unusual arrangement, but believe the authentic recognition of value on both sides,
and the qualities of ethics, honour, and trust are important to re-embed into transactions, as part of the
creation of a new economy. We want to try this, and are willing to take the risk.

Impact Days
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PLENARY SESSIONS
SMARTEST UNDER 40’S 9:15-10:00
Next generation thought leaders talk about the latest trends that will shape the future of our economy,
and emerging business models around the shareable economy, big data, accelerator programs, social
stock exchange, crowdfunding, and BOP.
Speakers: Indy Johar, Liesbet Peeters, Ross Baird, Lucas Simons
JUST WHAT IS THE NEW ECONOMY 10:00-10:40
Traditional finance remains in post-crisis retreat, while weekly reports of revolutionary growth in impact
and alternative investments are generating market buzz. Is it real? What constitutes a ‘new economy,’
what are the new forms and indicators, and why should I care?
Speakers: Kim Kiszelnik, Niels Korthals Altes, Willy Foote
SYSTEM CHANGERS - MINI-KEYNOTES: 10:40-11:10
4G Africa is closing the digital divide for affordable access, for a continent.
Speaker: Anat Bar-Gera
Bridges Ventures: Ten years of innovating the financial system building impact into the entire
investment cycle. Speaker: Clara Barby
THE EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE - WHO IS AHEAD IN IMPACT? 14:00-14:45
Amidst Europe’s complexity of crossborder regulations, there are positive signs of policy change.
How have different governments begun to facilitate social investment?
Speakers: Paul Cheng, Cornelius Pietzner, Filippo Addarii, Nicolas Hazard & Nadia Sood
Moderated by Marcello Palazzi, Progressio Foundation
INCUBATING INNOVATION 14:45-15:30
From the ground bubbling up, incubation models are popping up in impact around the world. This
panel joins some of Europe’s most experienced VC’s with new incubators.
Speakers: Willemijn Verloop, Stephen Rockman, Jo Hill | Moderated by Michiel de Haan

program
plenary
sessions
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THE WISDOM OF THE CROWD 17:00 - 17:15
Our economy is changing in a rapid pace, and how are the banks showing their resilience? ABN
AMRO will announce some of their exciting plans for the future and will put the audience in charge
in an interactive session. Speaker: Eric Buckens
OUR FINITE EARTH: INVESTING IN EUROPE’S BIOSPHERE 17:15 - 18:00
We’ve been attaching value to natural resources with a view that they are unlimited. If the investment
world begins to understand the concept of planetary boundaries, what new models are possible?
Speakers: Ard Hordijk, Neil Birnie, Frans Schepers, Willem Ferwerda

BORREL 18:00 - end
Please join for closing drinks to mingle with those you haven’t spoken with yet - or propose ideas for
next year’s Impact Days. Our Pymwymic team is optimistically looking forward to drinks in the sun,
to connecting, and to helping you with introductions to further the field.

Impact Days
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TRACK 1 - LANDSCAPE
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Landscapes provide an eagle-eye’s overview of a particular topic, with experienced sector experts giving
the contextual understanding of what is happening in philanthropy, metrics, education, water, and more.
FOUNDATIONS TRANSITIONING TO IMPACT 11:30-12:00
What are the lessons learned as a foundation moves from pure philanthropy into impact investing?
Two case studies: US family foundation KL Felicitas has, over 10 years, moved the foundation to 90
procent impact invested; Dutch foundation Woord en Daad has been grantfunding for 40 years in 19
different countries, and are now setting up their first impact fund.
Speakers: Lisa Kleissner, Wim Hasselman, Marianne Verhaar-Strijbos
MEASURING SOCIAL IMPACT SOCIAL EVALUATOR: CASE STUDY 12:00-12:30
Impact Investing is a hot topic but measuring the impact is known as difficult, expensive and timeconsuming. How can you be an impact investor if you are not communicating the impact you create?
What is the up to date status of impact measurement in this field? Which methods are being used and
why? How is impact measurement embedded? And can we create a common benchmark? Marlon
van Dijk and Evert Ludding will give you a journey through this topic.
Speakers: Marlon van Dijk, Social Evaluator & Evert Ludding, d.o.b. foundation
FROM MICROFINANCE TO INCLUSIVE FINANCE 12:30-13:00
Microfinance now has a 30 year track record. From unbridled success to recent market correction,
microfinance has become its own sector, with more than $50 billion in small loans serving 150 million
people. Microfinance has evolved from small loans to eradicate poverty to a wide range of financial
services for low income families. What are the lessons for the emerging impact space? And what is the
next wave of capital needed to support these now growing businesses?
Speaker: Wim van der Beek, Goodwell

program
breakout
sessions
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THE WORLD OF WATER 16:00 - 16.30
Since 1990, more than 2 billion people have gained access to improved drinking water sources. This
achievement is a testament to the commitment of government leaders, public and private sector
entities, communities and individuals who saw the target as a vital step towards improving health
and well-being. This workshop will brief you on the major global issues, the most interesting product
market combinations and show examples of what works.
Speaker: Frederik Claasen, MicroWater Facility
EMERGING EDUCATION MODELS 16:30 - 17:00
Impact Investing is a relatively new addition to the toolkit for addressing global access to quality
education, but there are 980 million school-aged children in developing countries who don’t have
access to quality education. In this session you will be given a global overview of trends, transactions
and implications for investors who want to invest in education.
Speaker: Liesbet Peeters, D.Capital

Impact Days
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TRACK 2 - IMPACT ANGELS DEN
BREAKOUT SESSIONS

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

BECOMING AN ANGEL INVESTOR 12:30 - 13:00
Helping an early-stage impact business is one tangible way to contribute to a positive future. Often just
at the 2 year mark, these start-ups are not yet large enough for affordable bank financing. Helping an
inspiring entrepreneur can be adventurous and fufilling - and sometimes even rewarding. But: early stage
investing is a risky activity. Even traditional philanthropists, who are accustomed to giving money away,
shy from taking angel investment risk. What does it take to be a business angel?
A trio of business angels, representing three different networks, discuss the adventure of being an angel.
Networks: ClearlySo, Toniic, Pymwymic

ANGELS DEN PRESENTATIONS
Early stage companies presenting to a panel of seasoned and collaborative angel investors and
mentors. Each company has 5 minutes to present, and 10 minutes for Q&A. We begin with the two
central questions: ‘What is the Impact?’ & ‘What is the Earning Model?’
ANGEL INVESTORS WITH SANERGY 16:00-16:15
Building and scaling viable sanitation infrastructure in the slums of Nairobi, through a local franchise
model. Impact: In Kenya’s slums, 8 million people lack access to adequate sanitation.
Entrepreneur: David Auerbach.
Presented in association with our friends at Toniic
ANGEL INVESTORS WITH CARTOON MOVEMENT 16:15-16:30
A global collaborative platform for editorial cartoons and comics journalism. Impact: Freedom of
speech, Employment in MENA and developing regions.
Entrepreneurs: Thomas Loudon, Arend Jan van den Beld
ANGEL INVESTORS WITH METFARM 16:30-16:45
MetFarm wants to produce clean, high quality, fresh food in metropolitan areas through vertical farms
in unusued office space. Impact: Less food miles, more diverse affordable diverse efficient food
production to meet population demand.
Entrepreneur: Masud Hussain
ANGEL INVESTORS WITH EVERY1MOBILE 16:45-17:00
Every1Mobile is a for-profit social enterprise that leverages the power of mobile social networks to build
communities and deliver services to 16-25 year olds in Africa and other emerging markets.
Entrepreneur: Algy Williams
Presented in association with our UK friends ClearlySo
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TRACK 3 - SYSTEM CHANGERS
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We are inspired by the entrepreneurs who have seen the problems in an existing global system, and dare
to design business models to solve that problem. This track is a deep-dive into one particular sector and
model, featuring system- changing entrepreneurs in transport, food, finance, and incubating innovation.
LOCAL FOOD 11:30 12:00
Why should the apples be coming from Chile when they stand right next to us in local orchards? What is
the situation with our local food systems, and what is Willem & Drees’ vision for a scalable system change.
Speakers: Willem Treep & Drees van den Bosch, Willem en Drees
FINANCE IN EMERGING MARKETS 12:00-12:30
Global food production needs to increase by 70% in 2050 in order to feed the world’s growing
population. This requires investments in agriculture, especially in developing countries where
agriculture is a large part of GBP and employment. Access to finance is key. However, there are
huge under investments, largely due to the information gap that exists in agriculture, dairy/livestock,
aquaculture and forestry. SCOPEinsight is the first global rating organization aiming to bridge the gap,
enabling access to finance & to markets for producers in developing countries.
Speaker: Lucas Simons, ScopeInsight
ELECTRIC TRANSPORTATION 12:30-13:00
The speedy introduction of electric vehicles is needed to achieve a step-change towards sustainable
transportation. In order to achieve this, a number of hurdles need to be overcome. Most importantly,
drivers need to be convinced that it is a better product on all fronts. For this, a cooperation between
various industries is needed - automotive, energy, infrastructure, financial services. The New Motion plays
a leading role in this transition in Europe, by being a market leader in the frontrunner Dutch EV market.
Speaker: Ritsaart Montfrans, The New Motion
INCUBATING SOCIAL ENTERPRISE 16:00 - 16:30
In the US and UK, the social enterprise trend began earlier than in the Netherlands. But the Dutch do
have the entreprenurial and social DNA to fuel a movement. In association with McKinsey, hear the
results of research that analyzes 700 Social Entrepreneurs in the Netherlands, and the plan to scale
the sector.
Village Capital is a game-changing seed-stage innovation incubator. Based on the concept of the
“village bank” in microfinance, Village Capital uses peer groups to accelerate social ventures, and has
launched 14 programs in 9 cities worldwide.
Speaker: Willemijn Verloop, SocEnt NL & Ross Baird, Village Capital
INVESTING IN QUALITY OF LIFE 16:30-17:00
The spectrum of impact investing is wide and more varied than you might imagine, and can range
from investing in arts and culture, to renewable energy, to healthy food systems, to bringing finance to
micro businesses in developing countries. What are the values that create quality of life, and how can
money be used to support those values? Join a lively discussion of possibilities, lead by Triodos Bank.
Speakers: Dirk Elsen, Taco Lens en Pieter van der Gaag - Triodos Bank

Impact Days
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TRACK 4 - MASTERCLASSES
IMPACT INVESTING MASTERCLASSES WITH DR. JULIA BALANDINA
Trusted colleague and author Julia Balandina leads a special conference track: ‘Deeper into Impact’
masterclass. Understand the definitions, the global landscape, and the challenges in this
emerging landscape.
People who invest responsibly have very good reasons for doing so. Julia has investigated their motives,
conducting more than forty interviews around the world, with the focus on impact investing.

MASTERCLASS 1 11:00
with focus for Wealth Holders and Investors
• What is Impact Investing and What it is Not
• Approaches Used by the Private Impact Investors
• Motivation of Wealth Holders – Stories & Examples
• Impact Investing across Asset Classes (Strategic Asset Allocation)
• Impact Investing and Private Equity
• Impact Investment Due Diligence
This masterclass will focus more on motivations and personal stories
MASTERCLASS 2 16:00
with focus for Fund Managers and Wealth Managers.
• Relevance of Impact Investing to Wealth Managers and Banks
• Originating Deals
• Structuring Deals
• Follow-on Rounds and Exits
• Lessons Learned
More focus is placed on technical structures and risk aspects of impact investing

Special Offer: “Guide to Impact Investing for Family Offices and High Net Worth
Individuals” by Julia Balandina will be available for purchase at the conference at
a special price.
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Mini-keynotes with big Impact | Anat Bar-Gera, 4G Africa & Clara Barby, Bridges Ventures
Big plays for system change in short keynotes.
COFFEE BREAK

10:40 11:10
11:10 11:30

Finance in Emerging Markets:
ScopeInsight

Electric Transportation
The New Motion

Measuring Social
Impact: Case Study

Microfinance to
Inclusive finance

12:00 12:30

12:30 13:00

Our Finite Earth: Investing in Europe’s Biosphere | Ard Hordijk, Neil Birnie, Frans Schepers, Willem Ferwerda
We’ve been attaching value to natural resources with a view that they are unlimited. If the investment world begins to understand the
concept of planetary boundaries, what new models are possible?
BORREL

18:00 end

Angels Den | Every1Mobile

17:15 18:00

Masterclass 2
for Fund Managers and
Wealth Managers with
Julia Balandina

The Wisdom of the Crowd | Eric Buckens
Our economy is changing in a rapid pace, and how are the banks showing their resilience? ABN AMRO will announce some of their exciting
plans for the future and will put the audience in charge in an interactive session.

Investing in Quality of Life:
Triodos Bank

Incubating Social Enterprise:
SocEnt NL & Village Capital

17:00 17:15

Angels Den | MetFarm

Angels Den | Cartoon Movement

Angels Den | Sanergy

Emerging Education
Models

The World of Water

16:30 17: 00

16:15

16:00

TRACK 1 - LANDSCAPES

TRACK 4 - MASTERCLASS

TEA BREAK

15:30 16:00

TRACK 3 - SYSTEMS CHANGERS

Incubating Innovation | Willemijn Verloop, Stephen Rockman and Jo Hill - Moderated by Michiel de Haan
From the ground bubbling up, incubation models are popping up in impact around the world. This panel joins some of Europe’s most
experienced VCs with new incubators.
14:45 15:30

TRACK 2 - ANGELS DEN

The European Landscape - Who is ahead in impact? | Paul Cheng, Cornelius Pietzner, Filippo Addarii, Nicolas Hazard & Nadia Sood Moderated by Marcello Palazzi, Progessio Foundation
Amidst Europe’s complexity of crossborder regulations, there are positive signs of policy change. How have different governments begun to
facilitate social investment?

14:00 14:45

BREAKOUT SESSIONS 2

LUNCH

Masterclass 1
for Wealth Holders and Investors
with Julia Balandina

13:00 14:00

Becoming a Business Angel

Local Food:
Willem&Drees

11:30 12:00

Foundations
transitioning to
Impact

TRACK 1 - LANDSCAPES

TRACK 4 - MASTERCLASS

Just what is the new economy | Kim Kiszelnik, Niels Korthals Altes, Willy Foote, and more
Traditional finance remains in post-crisis retreat, while weekly reports of revolutionary growth in impact and alternative investments are
generating market buzz. Is it real? What constitutes a ‘new economy,’ what are the new forms and indicators, and why should I care?

10:00 10:40

TRACK 3 - SYSTEMS CHANGERS

Smartest under 40’s | Indy Johar, Liesbet Peeters, Ross Baird, Lucas Simons
Next generation thought leaders talk about the latest trends that will shape the future of our economy, and emerging business models around
the shareable economy, big data, accelerator programs, social stock exchange, crowdfunding, and BOP.

09:15 10:00

TRACK 2 - ANGELS DEN

Welcome by Frank van Beuningen

09:00 09:15

BREAKOUT SESSIONS 1

Registration

Breakout
Sessions

08:30 09:00

Plenary
Sessions

MAIN SCHEDULE APRIL 3

TIME

Breaks

Amsterdam

April 2 & 3

IMPACT DAYS OPENING DINNER | APRIL 2 | 18:00 - 22:00
An interactive and lively community conversation.
Keynotes by Willy Foote, Marilou van Golstein Brouwers, and Stephen Brenninkmeijer

Put capital to use for good and invest money with meaning

Impact Days

SPEAKERS
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
WILLY FOOTE
Willy is the founder and CEO of Root Capital, a social investment fund that is pioneering
finance for grassroots businesses in rural areas of developing countries, helping more
than 250,000 farmers and their families. He was named an Ashoka Global Fellow in 2007,
a Young Global Leader by the World Economic Forum in 2008, a member of the Young
Presidents’ Organization (YPO) in 2009, and was honored at Clinton Global Initiative
in 2010. He was a founding board member of the Finance Alliance for Sustainable Trade (FAST) and
currently serves on the boards of the Open Learning Exchange (OLE) and E+Co.
STEPHEN BRENNINKMEIJER
Stephen is a private investor with interests in impact investing, education and mental
health. He is a director of responsAbility Social Investment Services AG and the Schwab
Foundation. Stephen is also chairman of the Social Stock Exchange, London; a board
member of the Grassroots Business Fund, and non-executive director of Beyond Capital,
Zurich. He is on the board of the Schwab Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship, and a
founding trustee of NTYE UK (Network for Training Young Entrepreneurs).
MARILOU VAN GOLSTEIN BROUWERS
Marilou is managing director of Triodos Investment Management BV, a part of Triodos
Bank, one of the world’s leading sustainable banks. Triodos Investment Management
manages impact investment funds in emerging markets, energy & climate, sustainable
real estate, culture & arts, food & agriculture as well as different SRI funds. Marilou began
working for Triodos Bank in 1990 and is a leading authority on microfinance. Marilou
is currently on the board of trustees of Women’s World Banking, chair of the steering committee of PRIPrinciples for investors in inclusive finance and treasurer of the Max Havelaar Foundation.
CLARA BARBY
Bridges Ventures is a sustainable growth investor whose commercial expertise is used
to deliver both financial returns and social and environmental benefits. At Bridges, Clara
takes the lead on the fund’s impact strategy throughout the investment cycle – from
defining the strategy and process for selecting impact investments, to engaging with
portfolio companies, to tracking impact that can inform management decisions and
demonstrate results to stakeholders. Clara works on Bridges’ efforts to promote the growth of the wider
sustainable and impact investment sector.

speakers
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ANAT BAR-GERA
Anat is a co-founder and chairperson of 4G Africa, a Pan-African broadband wireless
operator, committed to closing the digital divide in Sub-Saharan Africa. The company
acquires 4th generation wireless broadband internet licenses in chosen countries in
Sub-Saharan Africa, builds up and operates the networks, and serves its subscribers.
Previously, she was the co-founder and CEO of surfEU, a Pan-European ISP, formed as a
joint venture with Media Markt, Europe’s largest electronic retailer.

Impact Days
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SPEAKERS
MASTERCLASS

PLENARY PANELISTS & SESSION SPEAKERS

JULIA BALANDINA
Julia is an impact investment expert with 18 years of principal experience and $1
bn+ worth of investments led globally. Julia is also the author of the Guide To Impact
Investing for Family Offices and High Net Worth Individuals. Having started her career
at McKinsey in 1993, Julia subsequently held senior positions at ABB Financial Services
and AIG Investments. Julia has served on multiple Boards and Investment Committees,
including SIFEM, Swiss Development Finance Institution, which manages the $0.5 bn impact investment
mandate of Swiss Confederation.
PLENARY PANELISTS & SESSION SPEAKERS
FILIPPO ADDARII
Filippo is Executive Director of
Euclid Network (the European
network of third sector leaders)
and Director of the International
Leadership Development at
ACEVO. He has developed networks to empower
civil society across Europe, Asia, Africa, US and
Middle East. He is a non-ex board member
of the Gum Arabic Foundation, Nethical and
advisory board member of ASPEL. Filippo has
recently organized Naples 2.0, a social innovation
competition tackling real on-the-ground challenges
by connecting international social innovators and
local stakeholders.
ROSS BAIRD
Ross is Executive Director of
Village Capital, an organization
that uses peer-groups of
entrepreneurs to build and invest
in high-impact opportunities
worldwide. Ross developed the Village Capital
concept in 2009, and has led the development
of thirteen programs worldwide in nine locations.
Before launching Village Capital, he worked with
First Light Ventures, a seed fund focused on
impact investments.
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SUZANNE BIEGEL
Suzanne is Catalyst At Large
and serves on the advisory
board of ClearlySo in the UK and
Investors’ Circle in the US on the
board of directors of Confluence
Philanthropy and of Growth Philanthropy Network.
Suzanne has more than 25 years of experience
as an entrepreneur, angel investor, board
member and philanthropist. She also serves on
the investment committee of the Patient Capital
Collaborative, a collaborative angel investment
fund. Ask her about The Women Effect, one of her
current hot projects.
NEIL BIRNIE
Neil is the chief executive of
Conservation Capital, who are the
business and finance partners of
the Rewilding Europe initiative.
Conservation Capital focuses
exclusively on linking private sector business
and investment finance with global biodiversity
conservation. Neil is an environmental lawyer who
has worked in large commercial law firm and was
previously a legal assistant to the Chairman of the
European Parliament Environment Committee in
Brussels.

ERIC BUCKENS
Eric is Head of Products &
Solutions for ABN AMRO Private
Wealth Management. He has more
than 22 years of experience in
international finance in a number
of roles and in an international context, in particular
in Europe and Asia. Eric has been with ABN AMRO
for twenty years in various roles in economic
research, asset management and private banking.
In his current role in ABN AMRO he is strongly
involved in the efforts to shape the bank’s
approach in SRI and Social Impact Investing.
PAUL CHENG
Paul is currently the chair of the
European Social Investment
Taskforce (a high-level working
group connecting Prime Ministerial
offices throughout the European
Union), and is a director of SharedImpact (an online
platform for social investments). Paul was the
former head of CAF Venturesome – a leading grant
based social investment fund in the UK.
FREDERIK CLAASEN
Frederik is a sustainable business
development advisor and
financial engineer. Following
a 14-year career in structured
finance and corporate social
responsibility with ABN AMRO Bank, in 2007 he
set up the social venture Micro Water Facility to
help small and medium-sized enterprises launch
viable and up-scalable technologies to improve
access to safe water and sanitation in developing
countries. He is also director of the Ecological
Management Foundation and commercial director
of Aidenvironment, a sustainability consulting firm
and a hothouse for innovative concepts.

MICHIEL DE HAAN
Michiel has been active in
venture capital since 1980 when
he founded Atlas Venture, a
European-American venture
capital firm that has been involved
in more than 300 venture backed companies.
Currently he is general partner of Aescap Venture.
Michiel is founding member and past chairman
of the European Venture Capital Association
(EVCA) and co-founder of the European Venture
Philanthropy Association (EVPA).
DIRK ELSEN
Dirk joined Triodos Investment
Management as director Emerging
Markets in January 2012. Most
recently, from 2002 to 2011,
he served as chief executive of
SNV, an international development organization
implementing advisory, advocacy and knowledge
brokering work in 36 countries across four
continents. Prior to his leadership at SNV, Dirk
Elsen worked at Shell, the World Bank and ABN
AMRO, as a corporate and operational lawyer
on projects in Africa and Asia, structuring trade
finance business and serving in various senior
relationship management roles.
WILLEM FERWERDA
Willem, tropical ecologist, was
director of IUCN Netherlands
until March 2012. With the
Ecosystem Grants Program,
IUCN NL supported many local
field projects worldwide. Willem opened up
the business community on ´ecosystems and
biodiversity´. In 2005 he founded Leaders for
Nature, a business network on ecosystems.
He advises companies & institutions. His future
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focus is to make businesses and investors the
drivers behind ecosystem restoration instead of
ecosystem degradation.
WIM HASSELMAN
Wim’s personal mission is to
bridge the gap between business
and NGO’s. To achieve this goal,
Wim started in the philanthropy
sector in 2001 at the Woord en
Daad Foundation as corporate account manager.
Wim was the founder of the Business Platform, a
networking community that connects hundreds
of business professionals and companies to
charitable causes. Three years ago he shifted
his focus towards developing the connection
with funds and family foundations. Currently
Wim is involved in the startup of Incluvest BV, an
investment management firm that has its roots in
impact investing.
NICOLAS HAZARD
Nicolas is vice-president of
Groupe SOS, a leading social
enterprise, and the CEO of
Le Comptoir de l’Innovation,
an investment and consulting
company for all businesses involved in developing
innovative economic models to increase their
social impact throughout the world. Previously,
Nicolas worked as an advisor at the office of
Romano Prodi (L’Unione), former president of
the European Commission and president of the
Italian Council. He also co-founded an association,
developing scholarships for Kenyan children.
JO HILL
Jo is the director of ventures at
UnLtd, the UK’s leading foundation
for social entrepreneurs. At
UnLtd, she has developed and
implemented strategic programs
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to scale up social ventures, identifying ambitious
social entrepreneurs and providing tailored support
and finance to help them grow. Jo developed the
successful Big Venture Challenge match-funding
program to plug the gap in high risk, early stage
capital by attracting new investors into the sector.
Prior to UnLtd, Jo worked as an entrepreneur on a
diversity of social change projects.
ARD HORDIJK
Ard is a sustainability professional
with 15 years of experience in
business, biodiversity, ecosystems
and sustainable supply chains.
He currently works at CHE
Synnervate where he focuses on building
Meshworks; structured collaborations between
different initiatives aimed at creating coherence
and breakthroughs towards more sustainable
societies. At Nyenrode Business University, Ard
led several research projects on biodiversity and
finance, including two international conferences on
the investing in biodiversity and ecosystems.
INDY JOHAR
Indy Johar is a qualified architect
and serial co-founder of social
ventures. He has increasing
experience in building startup teams, designing core
development strategies, raising impact investment
and building the network of assets critical for
success. He is used to collaborating with and
influencing a range of people and organisations
in the public and private sectors, including
government departments.

KIM KISZELNIK
Kim is a program manager at
DOEN Foundation, helping to
shape the New Economy program.
DOEN focuses on the initiatives of
start-up sustainable entrepreneurs
and of organizations that create change within
economic structures. Previously, Kim built a
microfinance program, which focused on raising
awareness of microfinance and matching the
skills of ING staff to microfinance institutions in
developing countries.
LISA KLEISSNER
Lisa is the president of the KL
Felicitas Foundation, a family
foundation co- founded with
her husband, Charly Kleissner,
in 2000. The foundation is
dedicated to supporting programs that enable
social entrepreneurs and enterprises worldwide
to develop and grow sustainably, with an
emphasis on rural communities and families; and
to advocating the foundation’s impact investing
strategy. Lisa is on the board of The Philanthropy
Workshop West; a non-profit transformative donor
education program; co-founder of Toniic LLC,
a global impact investing platform; and board
member of CPOA Coastal Community Stewards,
a rural community volunteer group in Big Sur,
California.
NIELS KORTHALS ALTES
Niels started his career as a brand
& marketing manager at Unilever.
After 7 years he left Unilever
in 2005 to found GreenSeat, a
company that enables people
& organisations to calculate and offset carbon
emissions related to air travel. In 2007 GreenSeat
merged with one of its shareholders to form

Climate Neutral Group; that subsequently became
the nr 1 carbon offset provider in the Netherlands.
In 2010 Niels founded a crowdfunding platform for
renewable energy named ‘De Windcentrale’. Niels
currently works at Jip in Rotterdam where he is
preparing the launch of a utility cooperative based
on a radically new business model.
TACO LENS
Taco joined the microfinance
investment team at Triodos
Bank in September 2011. As
an investment officer, he is
responsible for the microfinance
portfolio in Eastern Europe and the Caucasus.
Taco has broad experience in retail & private
banking, investment management, business
development and emerging markets. Via a
two-year stay in Romania for a retail banking
organization with a strong focus on lending he
gained on-the ground banking experience. His
last assignment was with ABN AMRO where he
identified and selected investment proposals in
especially the area of impact investing. Taco
has a master degree in Law & Economics from
Utrecht University.
THOMAS LOUDON & AREND
JAN VAN DEN BELD
Thomas and Arend Jan cofounded the VJ Movement, the
Cartoon Movement and VJM
Visual Intelligence. These are
online platforms driven by growing networks
of highly skilled journalists in more than 100
countries. The journalists cover globally relevant
topics, using innovative visual forms of journalism,
for a fast expanding audience spread around the
world. They also co-founded the VJM Foundation
that works to empower journalists in countries
where support of the free press is needed.
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EVERT LUDDING
Evert started his professional
career in 1993 as attorney-at-law
in a small law firm. From 1999
till 2007 he worked as senior
manager legal services for Deloitte
in the Netherlands. There he led a team of legal
professionals that provided services to family
businesses, public institutions and not-for-profit
organizations, operating in multi-disciplinary teams
around acquisitions, buyouts, restructurings and
mergers. Evert joined d.o.b foundation in 2007
and has held various positions.
MARCELLO PALAZZI
Marcello founded Progressio
Foundation in 1989 together
with Dr Paul Kloppenborg, and
they have since worked on 200
civic economy and enterprise
projects in 33 countries. Marcello is also an
active board member of Tällberg Foundation in
Sweden, Alterra Foundation in Basel, the European
Environment Foundation in Freiburg and other
public-good organizations.
LIESBET PEETERS
Liesbet is a founding partner
at D. Capital, a Dalberg Group
company. At D. Capital she
advises foundations, development
institutions and private investors on
impact investments in emerging markets. Liesbet
built up her expertise in impact investments and
direct SME investments through her prior work as
an independent consultant and at the Grassroots
Business Fund at the IFC/World Bank.
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CORNELIUS PIETZNER
Cornelius is the CEO of Alterra
Impact Finance GmbH; a social
impact investment firm in Zurich,
focusing on sustainable European
companies. He is also President
of the Alterra Foundation, a Swiss charitable
foundation, which supports transformation
initiatives related to a more human-centered
economy. Cornelius has had leading roles for
25 years in social impact enterprises, financial
management, philanthropy and investments.
STEPHEN ROCKMAN
Stephen founded Merism Capital
in 2010 to provide seed funding
for early stage social businesses.
Merism is in the vanguard of UK
impact investment supporting
entrepreneurs with financial and intellectual capital.
He discovered social enterprise’s challenges and
opportunities whilst mentoring entrepreneurs for
NESTA and UnLtd. Stephen is a guest lecturer on
social investment at Goldsmiths College and chairs
their Advisory Group for the new MA in Social
Entrepreneurship; he holds a number of nonexecutive roles in early stage companies.
FRANS SCHEPERS
Frans joined WWF Netherlands in
2000. As an international program
manager, he travelled to many
countries worldwide and worked
extensively on a large variety of
conservation programs, in particular in Africa,
Europe and Eurasia. In 2010, he published a book
about his international conservation experiences.

LUCAS SIMONS
Lucas personal mission is to
help build new concepts and
new programs that inherently
value sustainability and drive
transformation towards
sustainable markets in a mainstream way. Prior
to founding SCOPEinsight in 2010, he founded
NewForesight Consultancy, experts in sustainable
market transformation. In 2011 Lucas was named
Young Global Leader by the World Economic
Forum for his commitment and accomplishments
in sustainable agriculture and rural development.
NADIA SOOD
Nadia has extensive experience in
building partnerships that allow for
successful investing in emerging
markets. She has built unique
financing models that allows
for commercial and philanthropic money to be
co-invested in Africa and initiated a Private Public
Partnership to electrify 8000 villages in Nepal on
commercial terms.
In 2011, she co-founded Impact Investment
Partners, LLP (IIP). IIP specializes in investments
into critical goods and services companies in
emerging markets that deliver significant social
impact at scale.
WILLEM TREEP EN DREES
PETER VAN DEN BOSCH
Drees grew up on a farm,
graduated cum laude in agro
economy, and went to work
for Unilever. Willem studied
development economics in Wageningen with the
wish to use his talent to make the world better,
worked in developing countries on local distribution
systems of major brands, and then in 2006 he

joined Unilever. A fateful meeting, which 3 years
later became the company ‘Willem&Drees.’ Both
men realized there were ways to use distribution
systems to improve the world. They applied their
shared talent to studying local food systems and
created a solution in a new business model.
WIM VAN DER BEEK
Wim is founder and managing
partner of Goodwell Investments,
an impact investment firm
focused on access to finance and
sustainable development. Goodwell
channels capital to scalable business solutions,
currently mainly in financial services (microfinance)
and increasingly in other impact sectors that
combine demonstrable social and environmental
impact with commercial financial returns.
MARLON VAN DIJK
Marlon is the managing director of
‘social e-valuator;’ an international
software & knowledge business
for impact measurement and
management, with the ambition
to help organizations solve complex social issues
by developing a business mind to create social
change. With an educational background in
business economics, she trained and worked
at pioneering firm Scholten & Franssen, under
leadership of Peter Scholten. Combining business
value with social impact is Marlon’s vision.
RITSAART VAN MONTFRANS
Ritsaart van Montfrans
Ritsaart started in early 2009
with The New Motion, and is now
active as CEO of the company.
Ritsaart has an MBA from the
University of Groningen. After his studies he
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worked as a strategy consultant with McKinsey
& Company, as M&A advisor with JP Morgan in
London, and with H2 Equity Partners as a private
equity investor in growing companies.
MARIANNE
VERHAAR-STRIJBOS
Marianne works for ABN AMRO
since 1994. She is a senior
relationship manager at ABN
AMRO MeesPierson Institutions
& Charities since 2007 and has a client portfolio
consisting mainly of charitable and cultural
institutions. She is also responsible for product
development within Institutions & Charities.
WILLEMIJN VERLOOP
Willemijn started her career at
the UN and at the age of 24 she
founded War Child, a network of
organizations, working across the
world to support children affected
by war. In 2011 War Child Netherlands reached
out to 850.000 children in 13 war torn countries.
After handing over her executive position at War
Child in 2010, Willemijn has continued to strive for
social innovation and recently founded SocEnt NL.

team
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THE TEAM
FRANK VAN BEUNINGEN is founder of Pymwymic, the “Put Your Money Where Your
Mouth is Community” headquartered in Amsterdam. Pymwymic pioneered social
venture capital in Europe, beginning in 1998 with 30 visionary investors in a small Fund.
Through 17 years and 34 companies, Pymwymic has grown to several hundred investors,
and continues to develop new initiatives to change the consciousness of capital. In
addition to Pymwymic, Frank also created ‘Money Meets Ideas’ seed-funding platform;
co-founded SOCAP/Europe; is a founding member of SVN-Europe; serves on several boards; and
continues to Put His Money Where His Mouth Is, as investor and advisor to multiple social enterprises.
MARGARET VAN BEUNINGEN MCGOVERN is a partner in Pymwymic and leads
outreach and events, with a special interest in mobilizing women’s investments, crossborder efforts, and healthy food systems. Margaret previously owned her own media
company. She is a founding member of Women Effects Investments, a founding member
of Slow Money (for Slow Food), co-founder of SOCAP/Europe, and early investor in the
global Hub social innovation network.
JULIA CHAPMAN has a masters
in information law and is lead
for the team on legal matters,
operations and communication.
She is also a dedicated world
traveler.
BERT MEIJERS is responsible
for partnership relations and
business development. He
is a graduate from KaosPilot
University & is passionate about
cultivating social investment in
the Benelux.
JASPER VAN SOEST advises
Pymwymic on strategy, new
investments and fund structures.
He is also an independent
informal investor and transaction
advisor. Formerly, he worked
in private equity at ABN AMRO
Capital and in law at De Brauw.
MICHIEL HUISMAN is our
external consultant for Strategy
and Finance. Michiel consults for
several impact enterprises, and is
an active informal investor.
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MARIJKE VAN
BODENGRAVEN, MBA is
responsible for relations with
government and international
organizations. She has held
senior positions in national &
international corporations, is a professional
business mediator, and is an expert for the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
ROBIN VAN ASPEREN has
recently joined Pymwymic to
support daily operations, event
logistics, and website content.
Robin is an entrepreneur focused
on Urban Farming through his
company Greenius.
VINCENT VAN DER BIJL
provides administrative financial
support to the team. He is a
student in Business Economics
at University of Amsterdam.
SASKIA BAARD is a designer
for Pymwymic. She has recently
worked at a social design studio
in Amsterdam and in Morocco,
developing a further interest in
community development.

other
Pymwymic
initiatives
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MORE ABOUT PYMWYMIC

NOTES

HOW TO JOIN THE COMMUNITY
•
•
•
•

Sign up for the newsletter.
Come to an event.
Let us get to know you.
Do your best to make your capital conscious.

PYMWYMIC INITIATIVES
We are continuing to develop initiatives for investors, to increase the amount of capital put to use for good
and investing money with meaning.
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WHAT IS PYMWYMIC APPROVED?

We are investors ourselves. We review 100 companies a year, and only
approve about 10 as investments. This information we share with our
peers, through the Pymwymic Stamp of Approval.

INVESTORS ON THE AMSTEL
Resources & overviews for the informal investor
May: The AFM, crowdsourcing, and the players
June: Emerging Social Stock Exchanges
September, October & November – to be announced

PYMWYMIC LOKAAL
Showcasing and help flow growth capital to Benelux based entrepreneurs and
impact companies. For more info contact bert@pymwymic.com

FAMILY DAY
European family members gather for peer-to-peer sharing of impact investing
projects and experience. For invitation, please contact frank@pymwymic.com

PYMWYMIC WOMEN
Our investor’s club which pools smaller amounts of risk capital to provide growth
capital for women-led or women-oriented social enterprises. Access to training
for women investors. Please contact: julia@pymwymic.com

2013
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APRIL IMPACT DAYS 2013.
We’re already scouting.
See you in 2013!
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www.pymwymic.com

